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A Compiler, Crying Crow Dames The [Street] Homeless Like List.  

 

[Rough Draft: A brief pictograph of what used to mean the drunk, smoking life? Was it-that before 

war was integrated into other-war life. ] 

 

 

tag[s]: unrecognized war cultures outside of war conflicts; cultural comprehension; editing diagrams 

 

 

B-buts and Sponsored Donations, on Availability 
drink and sigs; brief list.  

for The Fictional VolunTier Project 

by goura fotadar 

date: 9817 

Art of Computer Science also called Library Science: it’s called a one-type compiler, why:  
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[the processing of information to understood-enough labels; a re-modification of non-useful prejudice] 

the copyright or copyright like titles-names are italicized to homage the copyrights. Even when the word 

or word-like citation is not included in text form: citation, cited. I.e. the italics are enough for this posting 

section or posting to signify the altruism and authenticity of depicting in recognition another’s invention 

and-or ownership.  

To use popular cultural conceptions or not; so cultural conceptions of music as a type: of therapy; you 

might want to include a research article or two; to validate this point.  

The use of spelling in identity form; and or invention form recognition. And-or. If even the invented, 

invention has the form title and that is slightly misspelled; well, then upon recognition the identity yes is 

formed? [cited: question, of the day.][theme: excuse me typos where typos are also inclusive of 

spelling errors and or enough like spelling errors in the way just defined.] 

1. Therapy variant, title: (citation : ) Ava adore; smashing pumpkins [sig: maverick][drink: vodka] 

cited:  
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2. Therapy variant, title: (citation : ) No good; Depeche mode; [drink: soda][drink: any? Soda,s] 

3. Therapy variant, title: (citation :  ) king kunta; Kendrick lamar [drink: sapporo] 

cited:  
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4. Therapy variant, title: (citation;) horses song, silence of the lambs  [sig: marble][drink: any? 

vodka] 
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cited: 

 
5. Therapy variant, title: (citation : ) go deep janet Jackson. [sig: dunhill et al][drink: water] 

6. Therapy variant, title: (citation : ) Queen, perfume genius [sig: winston][drink: pink drink][or 

drink: “cheap” pink drink or] 
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